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Mexico began an all-out offensive against Mexico's transnational drug cartels in 2006, calling the Army and Navy to assist police with law and order. After six years the Mexican cartels still threaten U.S. interests and remain a national security threat to the United States. The U.S. and Mexico are inextricably linked economically, geographically, and culturally and threats to U.S. interests posed by the cartels require focused attention. While significant spill-over violence has not yet reached the U.S., the cartels have expanded operations in the U.S. and their brutal violent acts in Mexico impact U.S. interests. This paper argues that the war on drugs in Mexico has been a failure and that a new approach is needed. The United States and Mexico must continue to work together in order to diminish the levels of violence within Mexico, prevent spillover violence into the United States, and diminish the influence of the cartels. Finally, this paper will recommend changes to the current strategy to achieve those ends.
Mexican Cartels: Threat and Response

No country in the world affects daily life in the United States more than Mexico. The two countries are deeply intertwined, and what happens on one side of the border necessarily has consequences on the other side.

—Andrew Selee

In December 2006, Mexico’s newly inaugurated President Felipe Calderon began an all-out offensive against Mexico’s transnational drug cartels, eventually calling the Army and Navy into the streets to assist local and national police with law and order. The almost daily revelations of brutal mutilations, beheadings, torture, public hanging of corpses, assassination of government leaders and journalists, and wanton killing of innocent civilians by cartel members have captured the attention of U.S. security specialists and policy makers. After six years, a death toll exceeding 60,000 Mexican citizens, and violence unabated, the cartels in Mexico remain a national security threat to the United States (U.S.) given the many U.S. national interests affected, the close affinity and connection between the two nations, and the extensive proliferation and embedding of the cartel networks across the U.S. and abroad.

The United States, at the request of Mexico, has been an active partner in assisting its southern neighbor disrupt the cartels and stem the flow of illicit drugs northward into the U.S. This shared problem is driven by $39 billion in U.S. consumption of illegal drugs, most of which is handled at some point by Mexican cartels. Further, the violence has been partly fueled by the trafficking of arms from the U.S. into the hands of cartels for use against Mexican citizens. The consequences on both sides of the border are different, but the desire and need to stem the violence and
weaken the cartels is of paramount importance to policy-makers in both Washington and Mexico City.

Economically, the U.S. and Mexico are inextricably linked and the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) only strengthens this reality. Sharing the world's busiest and a nearly 2000 mile border crossed by roughly 300 million persons annually, Mexico is currently the third overall U.S. trade partner, is the second largest U.S. export economy (nearly twice that of China), its third largest supplier of crude oil, and with bilateral trade equal to $460 billion in 2011. Also, the U.S. accounts for approximately eighty-five percent of all exports by Mexico representing roughly ten percent of all U.S. imports. Important to the future between the two countries is the rising labor wages in China which is making Mexico more attractive to U.S. business. Lower labor wages when combined with "geographic proximity to one of the largest consumer markets in the world, economic and political stability, ability to provide just-in-time sourcing and a relatively transparent regulatory framework in which to do business," may create an trade environment where "Hecho en México" could be as commonplace on U.S. consumer goods in the future as "Made in China" is today.

Indications suggest the two nations will be bound even closer economically and by 2018 Mexico may export more to the U.S. than any other country if current trends continue. Mexico, with a population over 100 million, and the U.S. Hispanic population expected to reach 30% by 2050, Mexico as an ally and friend will not only be economically, but culturally important (currently, some 33 million persons, 10% of the U.S. population is of Mexican descent). While both countries are inextricably bound and mutually dependent, the relationship between the two has been "asymmetrical" where,
on the one hand, Mexico is often an afterthought for most Americans and where, on the other, “for many Mexicans the memories of a disastrous war with the United States (1846-48), in which Mexico lost half its territory and [memories of] several subsequent invasions remains fresh”\(^\text{11}\). But this imbalance in the historical relationship has been gradually changing where both countries increasingly see one another as strategic partners\(^\text{12}\) able to tackle a myriad of common issues, not least of which is in the security environment and specifically, the drug trade and the cartels supplying it.

This paper argues that by any appreciable measure the war on drugs in Mexico, as it has played out over the past six years, has been a failure and that a new approach is warranted. To this end, the United States and Mexico must continue to work in close partnership to begin to greatly diminish the levels of violence within Mexico, prevent spillover violence into the United States, while at the same time diminishing the influence of the cartels\(^\text{13}\). Therefore, this paper will recommend changes in the current strategy to achieve those ends.

The Situation

Significant rates of violence emanating from the estimated $39 billion Mexican drug enterprise has not yet reached the United States. However, the increasing economic and cultural interconnectedness between the U.S. and Mexico assures that the destabilizing and debilitating effects of the violence can and will impact U.S. national security and other U.S. national interests.

The geographic connectedness and a highly traversed international border have increased economic, social, political, and security interests between the U.S. and Mexico and positively affected the populations on both sides of the border.
However, this proximity also poses perils. Mexico is not undergoing a criminal insurgency as many suggest, thus it is unlike in character (though with similarities) to what Colombia faced against the FARC and attempting to use “Plan Colombia” as a template for Mexico simply will not work. Perhaps best described by Paul Kan, Mexico is suffering from high-intensity crime with cartel on cartel, inter-cartel, cartels versus the government, cartel versus society, and gang versus gang violence. It is a multidimensional conflict where the character of the violence between the Mexican cartels is largely a struggle for control of the smuggling routes into the United States and its massive illicit drug market. The cartels and gangs certainly have many similarities to insurgent groups and terrorist organizations which make characterizing the cartels as such natural, but such descriptions miss the essence of the cartel threat as transnational violent entrepreneurial networks whose guiding motivation is profit, not ideology.

By mischaracterizing this threat, devising a strategy to effectively address the issue has been elusive. Insurgent groups, terrorist organizations, and transnational criminal organizations share a number of characteristics in which all:

(1) are involved in illegal activities and frequently need the same supplies;
(2) exploit excessive violence and the threat of violence; (3) commit kidnappings, assassinations, and extortion; (4) act in secrecy; (5) challenge the state and the laws (unless they are state funded); (6) have back-up leaders and foot soldiers; (7) are exceedingly adaptable, open to innovations, and are flexible; (8) threaten global security; (9) quitting either group can result in deadly consequences for former members.
A body count nearly on par with the current conflict in Syria and daily horrific violent acts reminiscent of the Taliban and Al Qaeda in Iraq, can easily make one draw a direct parallel and label Mexican cartels as insurgents or terrorists with the requisite focused military primacy response.

However, because the cartels share many similarities with insurgent and terrorist groups does not make them akin to one another. They are in fact very violent and exceedingly well organized and adaptive transnational violent entrepreneurs all of whose “raison d’être is criminal activity for revenue generation.” As Kan opines, “unlike terrorists and insurgents, the cartels in Mexico are not motivated to create a homeland to call their own, substitute their ideology for an existing one, or achieve any political goal routinely associated with armed groups that instigate social upheaval.”

Lastly, unlike insurgent or terrorist violence which is directed upward or vertically in order to separate the populace from the government, the violence is predominantly lateral, horizontal, and/or downward and directed at rival cartels; i.e. the violence is business, not politics. Furthermore, as defined by Joint Pub 3-24 an "Insurgency is an internal threat that uses subversion and violence to reach political ends" and Joint Pub 3-07.2 defines terrorism as "the unlawful use of violence or threat of violence to instill fear and coerce governments or societies. Terrorism is often motivated by religious, political, or other ideological beliefs and committed in the pursuit of goals that are usually political." Once again, this does not describe Mexican drug cartels or the reasons they use violence.

Nor is Mexico a failed state as some have alluded. Some elements of Mexican power have been extended to the breaking point - local and national police, for instance
- thus the call for soldiers and marines to augment security. Further, the cartels "control" over territory is largely in sparsely-inhabited rural areas, but they also operate quite effectively, like most organized criminal groups, in densely packed urban areas right under the nose of state authority. In either milieu, when the Mexican leadership opted to retake "lost" territory, they did so with relative ease because the cartels are not battling for physical terrain to occupy and hold. Also in contrast to insurgents and terrorists whose every action and word spoken is political and an engagement against the government and established authority. Further, formal Mexican government announcements of victory or improved security in a given area would normally be contested through the spoken or written word or met with increased attacks to demonstrate to the people the government is in fact not "winning". The cartels, driven by business and profit, tend to view government proclamations of "winning" generally as mostly irrelevant if they can go about their business less molested by the authorities.

It is important to put Mexico's violence in perspective. Despite how bad the situation is, according to United Nations statistics on homicides, as a percentage of population Mexico ranks in the middle of countries in the Western Hemisphere. At 18 homicides per 100,000, Mexico is dwarfed by nations such as Honduras (82), El Salvador (66), and Venezuela (49). This is not to suggest that Mexico does not have a security problem, it does, and the U.S. has good reason to be concerned. But relative to its neighbors, Mexico’s violence is moderate to average. To add a U.S. comparison, Ciudad Juarez, a city of just over one million inhabitants had 2,101 cartel-related murders in 2010 while the nine most populated U.S. cities had a combined overall murder rate of just 2,076 in 2011. It is this disparity and comparison between the U.S.
and Mexico, and not between Mexico and its southern neighbors which has garnered so much attention north of the Rio Grande.

**Impacts on the United States**

Americans' use of illegal drugs is the fundamental driver of the Mexican drug trade, and is thus inextricably linked to the violence across the southern border. It is also principally this American demand for drugs which is bankrolling and supporting the Mexican cartels. However, according to U.S. Customs and Border Protection Commissioner Alan Bersin²⁴, significant violence on the scale being experienced in Mexico has not reached the United States. There is a logic to why the cartels have not engaged in significant violence inside the U.S.. Mainly, violence is bad for business. Significant and barbaric violence, like that being perpetrated inside of Mexico would raise a level of awareness at the point of delivery and transaction in the U.S.. Post 9-11, and post-Sandy Hook American security concerns would create a very unfavorable operating environment for violent cartels. The cartels do not wish to raise the ante with U.S. Federal, State, and Local authorities whose skill, professionalism, and lesser susceptibility to corruption would make cartel members more vulnerable to arrest and incarceration.

However, along the southern border there have been some notable violent events and some U.S. cities such as Chicago do not appear to be immune from Mexican cartel violence. The National Drug Intelligence Center assessed in 2011 that Mexican cartels “dominate the supply and wholesale distribution of most illicit drugs in the United States” and are present in more than 1,000 U.S. cities²⁵. The cartels continue to flood the U.S. with heroin²⁶, cocaine, marijuana as well as methamphetamine, particularly as successes against domestic meth producers
improve27. The senior DEA agent in Chicago attributes the increased gang violence in that city to Mexican cartels, particularly the Sinaloa and Los Zetas, who are able to easily blend into the city's two million Hispanic population28. He further believes that the 30% increase in homicides since 2011 is a turf battle over the city as a strategic transshipment hub with Chicago's central location and myriad transportation modes29.

Cross-border incursions by Mexican authorities are another effect inside the U.S.. Between 1995 and 2006 Mexican government personnel crossed into the U.S. on 226 occasions30 and from 2008 to 2009 there were another 131 incursions by Mexican military and reports of 539 assaults against Border Patrol agents and National Guard troops31. More recently 33 Mexican troops strayed into Texas in four Humvees in broad daylight after accidentally getting on the international bridge connecting Mexico and Texas with no ability to turnaround until reaching the U.S. side32. In two other instances a Texas sheriff photographed a Mexican Navy helicopter over Brownsville33 and a small tactical Mexican drone crashed into a backyard in El Paso, Texas raising questions as to why these were in U.S. airspace at all34. Mexico claims that its forces have orders to remain at least two miles off the border and in many of these cases believes cartel members dress in fatigues, drive military style vehicles, and are armed with military grade weapons in order to protect their cargo and are those crossing into the U.S. and not Mexican forces. The U.S., for its part, admits that U.S. military and police have mistakenly crossed into Mexico in the past as well. In addition to the obvious sovereignty issue, these events suggest that during a hot pursuit situation and during heightened tensions Mexican and U.S. authorities could clash and result in "friendly
fire”. In the case of the helicopter and drone, a more deadly outcome could have resulted.

Illegal weapons trafficking from the United States to Mexico is arming cartels and helping fuel the violence; officials on both sides of the border agree that illegal weapons trafficking from the United States to Mexico is a major problem. The U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) has confirmed that at least 68,000 U.S.-originated firearms were confiscated by Mexican authorities during the 2007-2011 period. Further, the proximity of weapons across the border from Mexico, with strict and tough gun laws, in the U.S. with weak gun laws allows easy access to weapons and ammunition by cartels where criminal gun dealers and ordinary U.S. citizens with ties back to Mexico become accomplices to the purchase and illegal transfer of these weapons. The sheer volume of firearms originating in the U.S. is staggering and points to the continued need of U.S. authorities to do their part to continue to help stem the flow of this deadly commodity which is helping fuel the violence in Mexico.

Another impact on the U.S. has been in the financial realm where U.S. Banks have admitted to laundering money by failing to monitor and report suspected money laundering schemes. Wachovia, owned by Wells Fargo, admitted that it did not do enough in handling some $378.4 billion in Mexican currency exchange houses which were used by cartels to launder funds. Further, Miami-based American Express and Bank of America in Oklahoma City were found to have paid too little attention in stopping Mexican cartels from depositing illicit funds. Wachovia paid $160 million in fines, 2% of its $12.3 billion in 2009 profits. Another financial aspect of the cartel networks operations is the movement of cash back to Mexico. U.S. authorities estimate
that drug trafficking organizations send between $19 and $29 billion annually to Mexico from the United States\textsuperscript{37}. These figures, when contrasted with the $87.6 million recovered by U.S. authorities in a five year period\textsuperscript{38}, suggest law enforcement is seizing cash in sums hardly noticeable by the cartels in the aggregate and act more as a nuisance than having any significant impact on profits.

Impacts on US Interests in Mexico

With the bulk of the violence south of the U.S. border, it is not surprising that U.S. interests are affected by the internecine cartel war being waged inside Mexico. One of the obvious impacts is violence directed toward U.S. citizens, officials, and buildings. According to U.S. State Department statistics a total of 414 Americans were the victims of homicide in Mexico from Dec 2006 to Dec 2012\textsuperscript{39} making it the most dangerous country for U.S. persons outside the war zones of Iraq and Afghanistan. While there is no confirmation that U.S. citizens are being directly targeted by the cartels they have certainly been victims as collateral damage against Mexican targets. In late 2011, in what appears to be a random shooting but which highlights the general sense of lawlessness in Mexico, three Americans were killed by a gunman who stormed a bus in Veracruz in which several other Mexican citizens were also victims\textsuperscript{40}.

The cartels have also been renowned for their ability to corrupt and infiltrate to very high levels of government and its institutions. In a noteworthy example, one cartel was able to place a mole inside the U.S. Embassy at its Interpol desk to extract and provide intelligence related to counter drug operations until he was finally discovered\textsuperscript{41}. Bold and audacious penetrations of government institutions has created an environment of distrust amongst Mexico's security apparatus, weakening it in areas, and crippling it in others.
U.S. officials and government buildings have also been attacked as a result of the spiraling violence. The U.S. Consulate in Monterrey had its first weapons and grenade attack in 2008\textsuperscript{42}, suffered another grenade attack in 2010\textsuperscript{43}, and in 2011 two Mexican police officers assigned to the Consulate were gunned down and killed\textsuperscript{44}. In 2010, three people connected to the U.S. Consulate in Juarez were murdered\textsuperscript{45}, and in 2011 an Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) officer was killed at a checkpoint between Mexico City and Monterrey\textsuperscript{46}. And just last summer, two Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) operatives were shot and injured while traveling to a Mexican military base. Their assailants were Mexican national police who claim they made a mistake, however given past penetration of the cartels into high level institutions and the fact the CIA agents were traveling with a Mexican Navy officer and were in an Embassy vehicle with diplomatic plates\textsuperscript{47} calls into question whether these officers were just incompetent or were directly targeting the vehicle and its occupants and whether there was cartel involvement.

U.S. business and commercial interests are also impacted by the cartel violence. Whirlpool announced in late 2010 that it would not go forward with building a proposed factory, citing the violence as one of the reasons for its decision\textsuperscript{48}. The U.S. Chamber of Commerce in Mexico surveyed over 500 U.S. companies operating in Mexico in which most indicated a worsening security situation and where their Mexican employees were being harassed and business operations were being impacted\textsuperscript{49}. Mexican businesses have also been affected. As many as 160,000 businesses may have left Mexico in 2011\textsuperscript{50}, while an internal business displacement from the violent northern region to the quieter interior is also occurring\textsuperscript{51}. The bloodshed is also impacting tourism and Mexico
lost nearly $9 billion over a three year period from 2009-2011\textsuperscript{52}. The loss and movement of jobs in areas most impacted by the cartels creates conditions in which unemployment makes more recruits available to the cartels, worsening the security situation.

\textbf{The Response}

Neither Washington nor Mexico City is open to legalization as a strategic option to alter the approach in the "war on drugs" as a way to possibly subvert the cartels economically. Therefore, the changes proposed below include: focusing first on the most violent cartel to dismantle; instituting full-spectrum high-intensity policing to counter high-intensity crime; reforming the criminal justice system to compliment and support high-intensity policing and civil society and invigorating counterintelligence.

\textbf{Zeta First Approach}

One of the primary reasons for the failure to reduce violence has been the wide spectrum strategy the Calderon administration used by applying police and military resources broadly geographically across Mexico and its multiple cartels with no single focused effort to "pacify" any city, cartel, or region. This "too little butter over too much bread" approach prevented enough resources being brought to bear against key cartels and locations.

Newly elected President Enrique Peña Nieto is focusing less on the "drug war" and focusing on lowering the violence to an acceptable level. However, his administration should look to focus on achieving this goal of lowering the violence by concentrating law enforcement and military resources on the most violent cartels. Los Zetas, as the greatest threat to the State, should be the initial focus of the Mexican Government's attention for a variety of reasons. First, Los Zetas have the most
capability to contest the government due to their military training and background, demonstrated use of infantry tactics, and also their understanding of the thoughts, planning, and processes of government forces. Second, openly acknowledging the destruction of Los Zetas because of their intensely violent actions may serve as a warning to other cartels to consider how they use violence in the future with an eye to staying out of the government's sights. Third, Los Zetas' territorial voids would likely be filled by other cartels, but no longer with the need to feud over market space. Fourth, Los Zetas have the greatest potential to transform into an insurgent group due to its former Special Forces background. Fifth, while still acting as hired guns for various other groups at times, Los Zetas' members could be more easily isolated and other cartels may be willing to work with government forces to provide information leading to arrests and destruction of the cartel. Finally, with a new strategy of minimizing the violence, the Nieto administration would have ample reason to "pile-on" Los Zetas to take down the most egregious offender of violent acts.

In order to prevent a rival cartel from completely filling the vacuum left by Los Zetas, the Mexican government should develop a comprehensive full-spectrum high-intensity policing strategy and capability to flood the new security environment to prevent a complete takeover of the area by just another cartel. President Nieto could then pivot and turn his attention to the next most violent cartel.

**Full-Spectrum High-Intensity Policing**

Police reform should be at the heart of any new strategy, but it must come in the form of a comprehensive and full-spectrum policing/law enforcement reform from national to local levels by creating an interlocking and layered approach to security. After nearly six years of Mexican soldiers and marines in the streets, not surprisingly a
military primacy strategy has failed to lower the violence and curtail the freedom of action on the part of the cartels. The military has a key role to play in combating the cartels but the military should play a supporting role to law enforcement in lowering cartel violence.

What Mexico needs is full-spectrum high-intensity policing in order to help Mexico City “create legitimate and effective government” which "can deliver essential services, including the rule of law”53, throughout the country focused on providing security to the citizenry. President Nieto's decision to create a new national police force54 of up to 10,000 officers along the lines of France’s National Gendarmerie, with military training but with police duties could be a big step in the right direction. His plan to deploy this Gendarmería Nacional to the most violent regions will provide a sorely needed capability gap between local and state police and deployed military forces, none of which are ideally suited to handle and operate in this complex multidimensional conflict. However, this plan is going to take years to fully implement, will likely have interoperability issues with local, state, and national police as well as other federal entities, and there are also likely to be police "rivalries" towards this new elite unit which will diminish its effectiveness and the effectiveness of the entire security team.

A paramilitary force mirroring the French Gendarmerie or Italian Carabinieri can only be part of the overall solution and is no single panacea for the security situation. Mexico must rebuild its local and state police forces while simultaneously it develops a new Gendarmería Nacional so that all can effectively operate together. Local police as part of this initiative will need to be the key contribution to this effort. However, this “core policing” as “an enhancer both to legitimacy and law enforcement effectiveness”55
will generally be defensive in nature and focused on protecting the population, while leaving the offensive actions in the high-intensity crime areas to the paramilitary and military forces.

Police corruption must also be aggressively addressed. Particularly at the local and state levels, police corruption has caused a loss of support by the population and this loss of legitimacy in the eyes of both the people and the national leadership resulted in the military being called into action. "In most of the world, the police are hard to contact, unhelpful in response and predatory… They are not the public’s police…” – this accurately describes the vast majority of Mexico’s local police. However, they do not bear all the blame. As the cartels expanded areas of insecurity through excessive crime and violence, this exposed position and vulnerability made the local police susceptible to corruption by cash-flush cartels – accept the money or else. Local police should get back on the beat, supported by competent and capable state police with National Police forces and military units focused on handling the most violent areas and cartels. Local and state police should conduct “core policing” with a focus on protecting and serving the local population and becoming more responsive to their needs with an emphasis on “being available, helpful, and fair and respectful”⁵⁶ which would go a long way towards renewing public trust and confidence.

Despite a desire to get the troops back in the barracks, the Mexican military will need to remain in place for the foreseeable future, until the Gendarmería Nacional is fully operational, as the primary means to offensively engage the cartels. As security increases and violence abates in areas, newly trained local police can fill the improved security environment and hopefully rapidly gain the support of the local populace.
through their demonstrated professionalism with a focus on the needs of the populace. As the people begin to see a more robust, competent and capable local police they will help improve the overall public safety by cooperating with police. It is these local police who are the key to the future of Mexican security.

**Criminal Justice Reform**

In order for full-spectrum high-intensity policing to work and have the intended positive effect, Mexico must rapidly and simultaneously reform its criminal justice system and firmly establish the two other pillars of the system: effective courts and prisons. With an impunity rate of approximately 98.5 percent, only one conviction out of every 100 crimes results in a sentencing\(^57\), creating an environment of lawlessness which the cartels are exploiting. In 2010, former President Calderon boldly fired nearly 3,200 National Police officers, almost ten percent of the force, for corruption\(^58\).

However, cleaning house in this manner will have little overall effect without reform within the judicial and penal systems to ensure the rule of law is reinforced. Many of the human rights abuses police and military members have been accused are a direct result of the failure of the courts to convict and some individuals have felt they must take the law into their own hands. Mexican police officers at all levels see virtually all the fruits of their labors to investigate and arrest cartels members wasted as the criminals are back on the street in a short period of time.

In situations where the development of courts and prisons is insufficient or nonexistent and secure facilities in which to hold and try criminals are lacking, police face the invidious choice of punishing the miscreants themselves or letting them go. Either choice will demoralize and corrupt even the best-trained police force, severely undermine public confidence, and hobble efforts to establish democratic governance\(^59\).
In a milieu such as exists where criminals, and even murderers, are released and largely go unpunished after police have risked their lives, not even a new *Gendarmería Nacional* will make much of an impact, even if supremely led and trained. Without the support of a more responsive court system which can actually convict and imprison Mexico’s worst offenders, the new *Gendarmería* will be severely hobbled.

**Counterintelligence**

Central to Mexico’s policing problem is the penetration of high level institutions and law enforcement by the cartels. Preventing infiltration into a new elite *Gendarmería Nacional* paramilitary force by the cartels will be paramount or the organization will be rendered ineffective even before it is employed. As Ken Casas-Zamora notes "Mexico's problem is not territorial control, but the penetration of public institutions -- particularly law enforcement institutions-- by organized crime. This is a problem that cannot be solved by any military contingent, no matter how large, committed, or effective. It requires instead nothing short of rebuilding law enforcement institutions and intelligence agencies"<sup>60</sup>. Developing an aggressive and effective counterintelligence capability backed by a robust legal system is sorely needed in Mexico.

This enduring counterintelligence emphasis would go a long way to ensuring law enforcement and other institutions are screened and routinely assessed and purged of cartel penetration, corruption, and control. Over the long run, not only will public confidence return, but so would trust between police, military, and intelligence organizations who have deep distrust in one another due to corruption and infiltration. This distrust manifests itself in poor communications, a lack of willingness to coordinate mutual support until the last minute, and generally an unwillingness to share information and intelligence which would be beneficial towards unity of effort. The Army (SEDENA)
and Navy (SEMAR), since being called into the streets rarely operate together. SEMAR, which is proud to boast that it has not yet had an officer implicated with the cartels, is highly suspicious of SEDENA where several high ranking officers have been accused of collusion with the various cartels and from whose Special Forces ranks the Los Zetas were formed. Through an aggressive and effective vetting process at all levels utilizing background checks, routine use of polygraphs, and an active counterintelligence investigation unit Mexico would have an effective shield against the cartels and develop trust amongst various entities critical to fighting the cartels and lessening the violence.

Conclusion

In order to begin reducing violence to an acceptable level, a Zeta-first strategy will be the quickest way to achieve this end by applying scarce resources on the greatest threat to the state and focusing on a more narrow problem set. In order to accomplish this, Mexico will need to develop a comprehensive full-spectrum high-intensity policing capability integrating complementary capabilities from the national to the local level to take back the streets from the cartels. Directly supporting this, Mexico must concurrently reform its criminal justice system to ensure that violent offenders, when tried and convicted, are put behind bars and no longer menace Mexican society. Finally, an aggressive counterintelligence effort aimed at identifying and impeding penetration of key institutions by the cartels will improve operational success and regain the initiative in the Mexican government’s favor. These recommendations are not exhaustive. Other elements of a more comprehensive strategy would include: quickly shifting the military to a supporting role as a direct action force against the cartels; allow intelligence to drive operations; fighting transnational violent entrepreneur networks with
another network; targeting cartel finances; focusing the U.S. on the demand side of the equation; and strengthening U.S. laws to curtail the flow of weapons trafficking. In the six years of Mexico’s drug violence amidst the thousands of lives lost and disrupted, it is time to renew the search for innovative strategies which reduce the threat to U.S. interests and national security posed by the cartels.
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